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1. IAP Business
Open Access publication subsidy
The appearance of the Open Access publication system can help the IAP to better fulfill its
main objective of promoting and spreading the knowledge on paratuberculosis. Although this
system has increasingly become a business that is posing a higher pressure to publish on
researchers with some risk of decreasing the quality of the material being published, it still is
a way to make research available to less wealthy societies that should help their scientists to
stay current in the continuous flux of newly generated information. This perspective is fully in
line with other IAP policies like the Helping Hand awards and has been approved by the
Board of Directors, as well as discussed in the last General Membership meeting. In order to
take advantage of this system regarding the costs of maintaining the highest possible
scientific standards while putting to work the funds collected by the IAP, the following rules
have been established.
IAP can pay one Open Access publication fee for papers on paratuberculosis according to
the following terms:
1) The paper has been accepted by a peer-reviewed Open Access journal in English
and both a copy of the paper and of the invoice is sent to the IAP. Priority will be
given to journals in order of last published impact index.
2) Only one paper per group and year will be subsidized. A paper will be considered
from a different group in the same year if it has: a) different senior author (generally
the one signing last, with the higher number of papers and/or with higher position in
the institution), and b) no more than half the authors signed a previously funded
paper.
3) At least one among the first, second or the senior authors must be a member of the
IAP in good standing.
4) Applications are accepted until an IAP fund of US$10.000 per year is exhausted in a
first come, first serve schedule with a maximum of US$1000 per paper.
5) A Selection Committee will make the decision on each submitted paper and will
establish new rules and policies on any aspect not specified in this guideline. Initially
this Committee will be constituted by the Officers of the IAP: President, Vicepresident, Secretary-Treasurer and Editor-in-Chief.
6) The evaluation will be a continuous process that will be applied to all the applications
submitted every three months until exhaustion of the provided fund.
7) Since these publications’ copyright remain in the hands of the authors, the IAP might
chose to include the subsidized papers in the Paratuberculosis Newsletter. At least
the full bibliographic reference of all the subsidized papers will be published in it.
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8) The IAP would require the following disclaimer to be added to any publication of the
winning papers in its own media (The Paratuberculosis Newsletter): The IAP financial
support of the Open Access publication does not mean IAP official endorsement of
the published contents.
9) The call is open since its publication in The Paratuberculosis Newsletter and until
otherwise noted in The Paratuberculosis Newsletter. Periodic reminders will also
appear in its pages.
10) Submission must be sent by email to the Editor-in-Chief of the IAP
(saxmose@sund.ku.dk) and must include a letter of application, a pdf copy of the
published paper or its electronic address and a pdf copy of the publisher invoice.
Ramon A. Juste
President of the IAP

12th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis

The 12th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis will take place in Parma 22-26 June
2014. Visit the official website at: http://www.icp2014.eu/
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IAP Book Purchases
The association has a number of past International Colloquium proceedings available for
distribution. We currently have the following in stock:
8ICP Proceedings – Book
8ICP Proceedings – CD-ROM
7ICP Proceedings – Book
6ICP Proceedings – Book
5ICP Proceedings – Book
4ICP Proceedings – Book
Proceedings are available FREE to members, but shipping charges of $15 (USA) or $35
(outside of USA) will apply. Non-members may purchase the Proceedings for $25 plus
shipping costs.
Furthermore,
The History of Paratuberculosis compiled by Rod Chiodini
is available for 50 USD + shipping for members, and $125 +shipping for non-members.
To order please send an e-mail to Secretary-Treasurer Ray Sweeney at:
rsweeney@vet.upenn.edu
and include the following information:
-

Item and no. of each

-

Shipping address

-

Preferred method of payment

-

E-mail address

The number of proceedings is limited so we operate by first-come-first-served principle.
Please place your order no later than 1 April 2012.
Also note that the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th Proceedings are available on-line at
www.paratuberculosis.info.
Starting with the 9th ICP, a print version of the Proceedings are no longer produced by IAP.
However, print versions of 9th, 10th, and 11th ICP can be purchased at
http://www.proceedings.com/6219.html
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2. Short Scientific Reports
An interesting case of anomalous TB intradermal test reaction
Jeremy Rogers
Primary Industries and Regions SA - PIRSA | Government of South Australia
State Flora Office , Bremer Rd , Murray Bridge, SA 5255 | DX 51217, Australia
E-mail: jeremy.rogers@sa.gov.au

History
PIRSA was informed in September 2012 that an Angus heifer being prepared for export
appeared to have a positive reaction to an intradermal Tb (caudal skin fold) test. The animal
was one of a consignment of 50 animals from a property in SE South Australia, and the only
one that had reacted. A lump approximately 2.5cm had developed on the left caudal fold,
approximately 10 days after inoculation at that site.
The animal was slaughtered the next day at the export facility, a full post mortem
conducted, and samples sent to the lab. The main findings were:
•

A large fibrous lump at the inoculation site

•

Enlarged and inflamed ileocaecal valve

•

Enlarged ileocaecal and terminal mesenteric lymph nodes

•

Thickened ileum.
Mediastinal, retropharyngeal and other lymph nodes appeared normal, as well as lungs

and other organs. The animal appeared clinically normal.
Laboratory results summary:
• Intestinal mucosa & submucosal lymphoid tissue: Granulaomas & individual
multinucleate giant cells, multifocal, with low numbers of intrahistocytic acid fast bacilli
• Enteritis, lymphoplasmcytic & eosinophilic, diffuse, chronic, marked with villous
blunting and low numbers of intraepithelial coccidian protozoa
• Lymph nodes, paracortex: granulomas & individual multinucleate giant cells,
multifocal, with low numbers of intrahistocytic acid- fast bacilli
• Other granulomas containing acid fast bacilli seen in intestinal sections
• Serum samples JD ELISA negative
• Tissue and faecal samples: Johne’s Disease PCR negative for M. paratuberculosis
• Tissue and faecal samples: Growth on solid media culture negative on PCR for M.
paratuberculosis but the culture grew a mycobactin – independent acid fast
bacillus. A reculture confirmed this result.
• Fresh tissue samples sent to Animal Health Laboratories – Western Australia were
negative on culture for Mycobacterium bovis & Mycobacterium spp
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Discussion
On the basis of histopathology results the property of origin was Quarantined for Johne’s
Disease, pending culture results. The property is in a wet area with surrounding wetlands
and many wild birds and waterbirds. There has not been a history of Johne’s Disease on the
property , or in the immediate area, and all remaining livestock appeared well. Twenty one
adult cattle on the property were tested in late October with a JD ELISA with negative results,
and Quarantine was removed from the property.
Although initial suspicion and diagnosis was Johne’s Disease for this animal subsequent
testing indicated this was not the case. Cross reactions from intradermal skin testing for
Bovine Tuberculosis due Johne’s Disease are well known, and not uncommon. However, in
this case it appears that another strain of uncharacterised Mycobacterium that was capable
of generating a tissue reaction in lymphoid & intestinal tissue, and stain acid – fast , was the
cause of the cross reaction.
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